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Abstract. The report will be presented as a short overview of the theory of
search for moving objects (TSMO) and their applications for Maritime
Observation systems (MOS). TSMO is an axiomatic description of main
aspects of B.O. Koopman’s ideas and is a next evolution of the classical theory.
The theory has been developed at the end of 90th of the last century in SPIIRAS,
OOGIS Lab. Theoretical aspects of the theory are used in MOS for different
problems such as search and rescue operations modeling and support, target
tracking and many others.
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1 Introduction
The theory of search (TS) was developed during a short time period when after the
Second World War some reports of the USA scientists were published. They
considered results of research completed during the Second World War, and currently
they are well known as the reports by B.O. Koopman [10-15]. Rather soon many
different theoretical approaches were developed based on them and followed by the
methods of operations research.
The goal of our ideas is not a selection, classification or enumeration of all
published manuals, monographs, articles, tasks and so on about TS, it is sooner
developing a system of rules that we call “Theory of search for moving objects”,
developing the New Class of Search Problems for Moving Objects within the frames
of this system [20-24].

2 TSMO Short Overview
2.1 Development of the axiomatic basis for TSMO
For TSMO only a case of search for moving objects has been studied. The reasons
why this class of search was selected are as follows:


it is necessary to determine limitations within which one can guarantee
theoretical integrity, completeness and consistency for well-known and new
TS problems;



it is necessary to interpret quantitative data for real operations of search;



implementation of TSMO for MOS.

With due regard to the above reasons research has been done in the following order:


Axiomatic approach for TS (creating TSMO).



Numerical interpretation of theoretical results.



Development TSMO’s applications for MOS.

2.1 Analysis and classification of search problems

The basis of the theory of search was developed by B.O.Koopman, though his results
were published some time later [10-15]. Papers written by Koopman were important
bases for the other authors. Many researchers working in the theory of search
developed the main Koopman problems and created certain new approaches, such as
Game Theory and others.
Some main problems were divided into three groups and their consideration was
published by Koopman in three reports as follows:
 Kinematic bases;
 Target detection;
 The optimum distribution of searching efforts.
The following problems have been studied in our research:


The analytical description of equations of target and observer moving (under
constant course and velocity);



The analytical description of equations of connecting region and probability
estimated value of connecting an observer and a target;
The analytical equation describing the randomly distributed targets;
The analytical equation describing the evenly distributed targets;
The probability estimation of the randomly distributed targets;












The analytical description of instantaneous probability for target location;
The analytical description of location probability (depending on targets and
observers tracks);
The analytical description of horizontal distance distribution;
The analytical description for a common case of a random search;
The analytical description for a particular case of parallel sweeps;
The analytical description of the forestalled detection of a target by an
observer.

3 TSMO’s Applications for MOS
MOS are developed for various applications in the interests of navigation (safety,
anti-piracy actions, monitoring of narcotics’ nonproliferation, illegal immigration and
business). Additionally MOS are characterized by intensive information flows
arriving form heterogeneous sources and by the necessity to make decisions within
short time period (with minimal delay). According to this theoretical results of TSMO
can be used for business logic for MOS development. Let us to select most important
of them here:
 Probability of target detection in defined region by random and parallel
sweeps
 Calculation of search efforts for different targets and environment conditions
 Target tracking problems
 Effectiveness of complex observation system
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